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About This Game

Tronix Defender is a retro styled Tower Defence game where you must protect your CPU from hack-bots and trojans inside a
digital world. The levels are partially randomised for maximised replay-ability and the game is enhanced by a killer Synthwave

soundscape created by TimeSlave Recordings.

Main game features include:

-10 different enemy types, each has different strengths
-10 tower types giving different ways to play

-10 original synthwave tracks from TimeSlave Recordings
-Partially randomised levels for massive replay-ability

-Unlockable procedural level generator for nearly-unlimited new levels
-Unlockable bonus game

-Fast paced action keeps you on your toes till the end
-Enemies can attack towers so you stay engaged

-100% developed for PC and mouse control
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TimeSlave Recordings artists on this game:

24-7
Cybertronix

Ethereal Delusions
Enzo Van Baelen

Kid Neon
Lars Lennarth

Primorph
The G
Zayaz
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Title: Tronix Defender
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SHOKIZM INTERACTIVE
Publisher:
SHOKIZM INTERACTIVE
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 
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Tronix Defnder isa blast from the past. Retro gfx but with a modern twist. Very enjoyable game. I love the game. It is a very
well made super fast tower defense game. The game is so fast you cannot even sneeze while you play. It is a revolution in tower
defense games and I hope to see more games by the developer. It does take a while to understand the game dynamics thoroughly
but it is well worth the time since you get hours and hours of addicting action from the game. I just cannot stop playing it.
And the retro graphics are amazing. Thumbs up, the best 5 \u20ac I spent this year!!!. It not bad, but that does not
make it good ether.

+Music
+Interface is simple, intuitive.
+Graphicstyle.
+Huge maps
+Nice new heat mechanics..

-limited towers, 5 utileties towers and 4 damage typed towers
-limited upgrades on towers. some only have one ad most 3 tiers (no braching upgrades)
-unloking only diferend modes.
-quite slow. no speed settings.
-no clue what differend enemies do..
-Fairly simple if you know your basic TD

verdict, Not a bad game, but it feels kind of unfinished due to the lack of depth. Sertainly if you are used to games like
Gemcraft chasing shadows, kingdom rush or defence grid that also are sold in the same price range.
But still its not a bad game.
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